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Chapterr 5 

ABSTRACT T 

Wee investigated the slow oscillations of the entorhinal cortex and hippocampal 
formation,, using multi-site field potential recordings, current source density analysis and 
singlee unit measurements in ketamine/xylazine anesthetized rats. Entorhinal slow oscillations 
weree associated with current sinks and sources in superficial, but not deep layers. Neurons in 
alll  entorhinal layers were found that discharged in phase with the local slow oscillations. In 
thee hippocampal formation local slow oscillation generators were found in CA1 and dentate 
gyrus,, which were coherent with the entorhinal slow oscillations. Several low frequency 
oscillationss with overlapping spatial and frequency distributions were identified using spectral 
andd independent component analyses. Entorhinal sharp potentials, associated with current 
sinkss in layer II I  and layer V, had a strong phase relation to the entorhinal and hippocampal 
sloww oscillations. During the sharp potential in all layers there was a significant increase of 
multi-unitt activity, that started earlier in deep than in superficial layers, indicating that intra-
entorhinall  pathways might contribute to the generation of sharp potentials. CA1 sharp waves 
showedd only a moderate relation to the local slow oscillation and no relation to the entorhinal 
sharpp potentials. Finally, we showed a relative increase of gamma power in the 50-150 Hz 
frequencyy band just after the peak of the local slow oscillations. Significant coherence was 
presentt in the gamma frequency band between signals from entorhinal cortex and dentate 
gyrus.. These data show that slow oscillations in the entorhinal cortex and the hippocampal 
formationn are locally generated and that they may play an important role in coordinating and 
modulatingg entorhinal-hippocampal communication. 
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Sloww oscillations and related activities 

INTRODUCTIO N N 

Thee hippocampal formation and the entorhinal cortex are involved in the formation and 
storagee of new memories. A characteristic feature of the hippocampal-entorhinal networks is 
thee presence of reciprocal connections. The reciprocal connections between the hippocampal 
formationn and entorhinal cortex have been studied anatomically in some detail. All sub-fields 
off  the hippocampal formation (i.e. dentate gyrus, CA1-3 and subiculum) receive highly 
integratedd cortical input via the superficial layers of the entorhinal cortex (Dolorfo and 
Amaral,, 1998a, Leung et al., 1995, Steward and Scoville, 1976, Tamamaki, 1997, Witter, 
1993).. Conversely, CA1 and subiculum are the main output structures of the hippocampal 
formation,, projecting to neocortical areas mainly via deep entorhinal layers (chapter 2, 
Beckstead,, 1978, Kohier, 1985, van Groen and Wyss, 1990). Moreover, there is experimental 
evidencee for entorhinal-dependent functional re-entry of hippocampal output back into the 
dentatee gyrus (chapter 4; Deadwyler et al., 1975, Wu et al., 1998) and to areas CA1 and 
subiculumm (chapter 4; Bartesaghi and Gessi, 2003). The intra-entorhinal circuitry that 
mediatess this kind of re-entry has been elucidated both anatomically (Dolorfo and Amaral, 
1998b,, Kohier, 1986, 1988, van Haeften et al., 2003) and physiologically (chapter 3 & 4; 
Bartesaghii  et al., 1989, Bartesaghi and Gessi, 2003, Dickson and Alonso, 1997, Iijima et al, 
1996,, Stewart, 1999). Re-entry (Edelman and Tononi, 2000) along these connections may 
servee to coordinate activities of both areas in both space and time. This may be considered to 
playy an essential role in the formation of dynamic memories. 

Itt has been hypothesized (Buzsaki, 1989, 1996, Stickgold et al., 2001) that during 
wakefulnesss and REM sleep the flow of information from the neocortex to the entorhinal 
cortexx and hippocampal formation is strong, which would facilitate the formation of new 
memories.. During non-REM sleep, on the other hand, information flow would be in the 
oppositee direction, i.e. from the hippocampal formation to the neocortex via entorhinal deep 
layers,, which would facilitate memory storage or consolidation in the neocortex. 

Thee effective transfer of information between different brain areas depends on the 
coordinatedd activities of populations of neurons that may be expressed in the form of 
oscillatoryy potentials (Buzsaki, 2002, Engel et al., 1991) and other mass potentials (Chrobak 
ett al., 2000, Pare et al., 1995). These population activity patterns differ markedly between 
behaviorall  states. For example during wakefulness and REM sleep, theta and gamma 
oscillationss are present in the superficial layers (I-III ) of the entorhinal cortex (Alonso and 
Garcia-Austt,, 1987, Chrobak and Buzsaki, 1998, Dickson et al., 1995), which are coupled to 
similarr oscillations in the dentate gyrus and CA1 (Buzsaki, 2002, Csicsvari et al., 2003, 
Leung,, 1998). The theta-gamma pattern may play an important role in the communication and 
synapticc plasticity in the perforant pathway (Chrobak and Buzsaki, 1998). During non-REM 
sleepp and in anesthetized animals, neocortical local field potentials as well as intracellular 
recordss display characteristic slow oscillations (Steriade et al., 1993a, Steriade, 2000). It has 
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Chapterr 5 

beenn demonstrated that this slow oscillatory activity is generated within the neocortex since it 
wass insensitive to disruption of thalamocortical interactions (Steriade et al., 1993b). A similar 
sloww rhythmic activity has also been described in the perirhinal cortex of the cat (Collins et 
al.,, 1999, Collins et al., 2001), but its relationship with entorhinal and hippocampal activities 
iss not yet clear. Slow-wave oscillations appear to play an important role in the consolidation 
off  memory traces acquired during wakefulness (Steriade, 1999, Steriade and Timofeev, 2003), 
ass such and in relation to specific transients (Buzsaki, 1998). This feature makes it especially 
interestingg to analyze how the communication between the entorhinal cortex and HPF is 
functionallyy organized during this pattern of activity, since these brain areas form the core of 
thee temporal lobe memory system. 

Inn addition to the slow oscillations, several other distinct activity patterns have been 
reportedd in the hippocampal-entorhinal system during natural sleep and anesthesia, that are 
likelyy important in mediating the communication between specific neuronal populations of 
HPFF and the entorhinal cortex. These activities include sharp waves and associated ripples in 
areaa CA1 (Buzsaki, 1986, Chrobak and Buzsaki, 1994, Csicsvari et al., 2000, Suzuki and 
Smith,, 1987), sharp potentials in the entorhinal cortex (Pare et al., 1995) and gamma 
oscillationss in both the entorhinal cortex and hippocampal formation (Chrobak and Buzsaki, 
1998,, Csicsvari et al., 2003, Leung, 1998). 

Thee main aim of this study was to analyze how the slow oscillations are coordinated 
withinn and between the entorhinal cortex and HPF and how the slow oscillations are related to 
otherr activity patterns in this system. This was investigated using multi-site field potential 
recordings,, corresponding current source densities and single-unit recordings in 
ketamine/xylazinee anesthetized rats. 

MATERIAL SS AND METHOD S 

Surgeryy and recording of local field potentials 
Femalee Wistar rats (n=7, 180-250 gram) were anesthetized with a mixture of ketamine 

andd xylazine (1.0-1.5 ml intra-peritoneally, 4:3 mixture of 10% solution of Ketaset Aesco, 
Boxtel,, The Netherlands, and 2% solution of Rompun, Bayer, Brussels, Belgium). Surgical 
proceduress and electrode placement were the same as described previously (chapter 3 & 4). 
Briefly,, one 16-channel silicon probe (100 pm inter-electrode spacing; kindly provided by the 
Universityy of Michigan Center for Neural Communication Technology sponsored by NIH 
NCRRR grant P41-RR09754) was positioned in the dorsal part of the medial entorhinal cortex, 
suchh that it penetrated all lamina approximately perpendicularly. A second 16-channel silicon 
probee was positioned in the hippocampal formation spanning both area CA1 and the superior 
bladee of the dentate gyrus. 
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Sloww oscillations and related activities 

Beforee an experiment, the impedances of the iridium recording sites on the silicon 
probess were lowered by creating an iridium-oxide layer on the surface through cyclic 
voltammetryy ('activation'). Activation was performed using an electrolyte of 0.3 M Na:HP04 
andd potential was cycled between -0.85 and 0.75 V until a maximal charge storage capacity 
off  30 mC/cnr was reached. 

Locall  field potentials (LFPs) were recorded relative to a silver chloride wire in the 
frontall  cortex. Wideband signals were amplified 200x by custom amplifiers. In five 
experiments,, signals were digitized at 10 kHz using a 64-channel ADC board (National 
Instruments)) and custom-built software. In an earlier set of experiments (n=3), signals were 
digitizedd at 200 Hz by a CED 1401+ system equipped with a 32-channel simultaneous 
sample-and-holdd extension board and Signal software (Cambridge Electronic Design, 
Cambridge,, UK). We found that in some cases potentials recorded with the 16-channel probe 
displayedd low frequency drifting. If present, it was usually found at one or at a few recording 
sites;; in rare cases it could be found at almost all recordings sites. These latter experiments 
weree not included in this study. 

Analysiss of local field potentials 
Off-linee analysis was done using Matlab software (Mathworks, Inc., Natick, MA), 

includingg both built-in and custom-made functions. Signals digitized at 10 kHz were digitally 
re-sampledd at 500 Hz for most analyses described below and were high-pass filtered at 0.5 
Hz.. Additional band-pass filtering was used for some analyses, to isolate specific frequencies 
off  interest. Spectral properties of the LFPs were analyzed using the fast Fourier transform 
(FFT)) algorithm. 

CurrentCurrent source density (CSD) analysis. CSD analysis was performed by estimating the 
2ndd order spatial derivative of the laminar LFPs by a differencing procedure, according to the 
followingg formula: 

cc h = <Th(Q{h-nAh,t)-2&{h,t) + <I>(h  + nMi,t)) 
(nAhf (nAhf 

CSD(h,t)) is the current source density at fixed time t and depth h, <D(h,t) is the recorded 
potentiall  at time t and depth h, Ah is the distance between recording sites (100 pm), o>, is the 
tissuee conductivity. We used spatial smoothing (n=2) for CSD analysis of entorhinal 
recordingss and no spatial smoothing (n=l) for CSD analysis of hippocampal recordings. 
Tissuee conductivity was assumed constant. To provide a crude estimate of the current source 
densitiess at the most superficial recording sites in the entorhinal cortex, two fictive sites were 
introducedd at which the LFP was assumed equal to the most extreme recording site in 
entorhinall  layer I (Ahrens and Freeman, 2001). 

IdentificationIdentification and detection of events. Event occurrence times were determined by 
applyingg a simple peak-searching algorithm to the LFP or CSD signal from the recording site 
wheree the event was largest after appropriate filtering (as specified in the Results section). For 
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eachh kind of event, the times of occurrence were used as temporal references for aligning and 
forr subsequently averaging entorhinal and hippocampal LFPs and associated CSDs. The same 
proceduree was applied to average the occurrence times for other events, resulting in cross-
correlationn (or auto-correlation) histograms. 

Event-triggeredEvent-triggered spectrograms. To analyze the relationship between specific events and 
highh frequency oscillations, the following procedure was used. For each occurrence of an 
eventt a short-time Fourier analysis (STFT) was calculated of the CSD for 2.056 s surrounding 
thee event, using an epoch size of 49 samples (98 ms at 500 Hz). Each epoch was smoothed 
usingg a Hanning window and overlapped the previous epoch by 42 samples (86 ms). STFTs 
weree log-transformed and averaged, creating an event-triggered spectrogram (ETS). We also 
calculatedd the average ETS that can be expected by chance by shuffling 50x the event 
occurrencee times and then averaging the corresponding ETSs. The average ETS expected by 
chancee was subtracted from the real ETS, such that the final values represent an increase or 
decreasee of log(power) relative to chance level that was related to the event. We only 
consideredd values outside 2.58x the standard deviation (i.e. p<0.01) of the average ETS 
expectedd by chance as statistically significant. 

OrdinaryOrdinary and partial coherence. Ordinary coherence between two signals was 
calculatedd using estimates of the auto-spectra (Px(0, Py(ü) ana< cross-spectrum (Pxy(f)) of the 
twoo signals according to the following formula: 

IcjfiIcjfi  = „ V 
II  I PJf)PAf) 

Partiall  coherence is a measure of coherence between two signals x and y, after removal 

off  the influence of a third signal z on both x and y. Partial coherence was calculated from the 

partiall  auto-spectra and partial cross-spectrum using the following formula: 

I -- .: lAv . - ( / ) f 
\C\Cnn,Af)\,Af)\

Too test whether coherence values were significantly different from zero, the upper 
 i

100(l-a}%% confidence limit was calculated using the expression \-a /_l , in which L is the 
numberr of data sections used to estimate the coherence (Halliday et al., 1995). Only 
coherencee values above this limit were considered statistically significant. 

Too test whether partialization significantly altered coherence values we used the 
differencee of coherence test (Amjad et al.. 1997, Rosenberg et al., 1989). Coherence values 

weree first transformed using Fisher's z-transform: z, =Tanh \ A||C,| |, and then the test 

statisticc was calculated at each frequency separately using: 
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kL kL 
,, in which L is the number of data sections used to estimate the 

coherencee and k=2 (as two coherence values are compared). The null hypothesis that both 
coherencee values have equal mean was rejected if this test statistic exceeded the confidence 
limitt at 100(l-a)% set by the value x2fa;k-i>-

Multi-unitMulti-unit activity. To isolate multi-unit activity, original signals digitized at 10 kHz 
weree band-pass filtered between 500 and 2000 Hz and then full-wave rectified. Using a 
simplee peak-searching algorithm, all peaks in the rectified signal were detected in 1 ms long 
slidingg windows. Only peaks were counted which had amplitude larger than 3x the standard 
deviationn of the non-rectified band-pass filtered signal. For the entorhinal cortex, isolated 
MUAA peaks from recording sites in a single layer were grouped. In the hippocampal 
formation,, the three recording sites surrounding the CA1 and DG cell-layers were grouped. 
Too analyze the relation between MUA and specific events, the occurrence times of the events 
weree used to construct event-triggered histograms of multi-unit activity, which were 
normalizedd to the averaged rate. Event-triggered histograms were also calculated for 100 
shuffledd event time series to find the mean and standard deviation of MUA that can be 
expectedd by chance. 

IndependentIndependent component analysis. A relatively new technique that can be used to 
decomposee multivariate signals is independent component analysis (ICA, see Box; Makeig et 
al.,, 1996). ICA was performed using the extended Infomax algorithm, which is able to 
separatee both super- and sub-gaussian sources (Bell and Sejnowski, 1995, Lee et al., 1999). 
Forr this we used the Matlab toolbox of Makeig et al. (2000). 

ICAA transforms signals such that they can be described by a set of variables that have 
minimall  mutual information. This is different from principal component analysis, which only 
minimizess the co-variance matrix. ICA can be used to separate n linear mixtures of n different 
variables.. In the present context, the LFPs recorded at multiple sites in the entorhinal cortex 
andd HPF can be represented by a n x t data matrix M, n being the number of recording sites 
andd t the number of time samples. The goal of ICA is then to find a new set of temporally 
independentt waveforms A, which when linearly combined using the weights described by the 
nxnnxn matrix W, equal the original data matrix M. 

Thee weighting matrix W determines the contribution of each recording site to the 
independentt component and these coefficients can thus be viewed as a 'spatial profile' of the 
component,, in this context. In addition, the temporally independent waveforms that form rows 
off  matrix A describe the 'activation' time courses of each independent component. 

Insteadd of reconstructing the complete original signals, it is also possible to reconstruct 
artificiall  signals using only a few independent components of interest and to exclude those 
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BOX.. Independent component analysis explained 

PrinciplePrinciple of independent component analysis. Independent component analysis (ICA) is 

aa technique that can be used to separate a number of statistically independent signals 

('sources')) from an equal number of linear mixtures of these sources. A simple example wil l 

demonstratee the technique and its applications. Suppose two people are in a room talking 

simultaneouslyy (personl and person 2 in fig. A). Two microphones are present in the room as 

welll  and they record everything that is said (indicated by the ears ml and m2 in fig. A). Each 

off  the microphones records a mixture (fig. A. right) of the sounds ('sources*; fig.A. left) that 

aree emitted by the two persons. The contribution of each of the two sources to the mixtures 

recordedd by the microphones is dependent on the distance between the source and the 

microphone.. For the example in fig. A. the sound emitted by personl contributed 60% to ml 

andd 30% to m2, whereas person2 contributed 40% to ml and 70% to m2. Mathematically, this 

iss a simple transformation of one matrix (containing the sources) to another matrix 

(containingg the mixtures) by multiplication with a mixing matrix (fig. B, left). The inverse of 

thee mixing matrix (i.e. the unmixing matrix) can be used to decompose the set of mixtures 

intoo the original sound sources (fig. B, right). Since in most cases we don't know how the 

sourcess are combined (i.e. coefficients used for mixing are unknown), we should try to 

estimatee the unmixing coefficients in order to obtain the original sound sources from the 

A A 
SOURCESS ROOM MIXTURES 

bl-aa bl-aa bl-a-a-a bla bl-a bike-able bl-abi-a-e-e blapff 

personn 1 

personn 2 

bl-ebl-ee ble bl-e-e-e pff bl-aa blbi-able bl-abd-a-e-e blapff 

B B 

0.66 0.4 

0.33 0.7 

MIXIN G G 

personl personl 

personl personl 

mi mi 

ml ml 

0.66 0.4 

0.33 0.7 

UNMIXIN G G 

m\ m\ 

ml ml 

perper som 

person! person! 

mixingg matrix sources mixtures unmixing matrix mixtures independent 
components s 

Figuree A.B. Illustration of one possible application of independent component analysis to separate two sound 
sourcess from two linear mixtures of these sources (A). The mathematical notation of the ICA problem is 
shownn in B. 
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mixturess that were recorded by the microphones. This is exactly what ICA attempts to do and 

itt does so by finding the set of independent components, which have minimal mutual 

information.. If ICA is successful, the independent components wil l be very similar to the 

originall  sources. There are a few restrictions on what ICA can do. First, the sources should be 

non-gaussian,, a mixture of gaussians can not be separated by ICA. In practice, however, a 

singlee gaussian source (e.g. white noise) may not be a problem. A second restriction is that 

thee number of sources should not exceed the number of mixtures. If it does, then only the 

largestt sources may be separated gracefully. 

IndependentIndependent component analysis applied to biomedical signals. ICA can be applied to 

biomedicall  signals, for example obtained from EEG or fMRI. A major assumption here is that 

thesee signals are linear mixtures of a limited number of independent sources. In the present 

chapter,, ICA was applied to laminar local field potential recordings in the hippocampal 

formationn and the entorhinal cortex. What do the independent components represent in this 

context'?? Suppose we are recording at multiple sites along the CA1-dentate gyms axis. If CA3 

inputss to CA1 are active a negative potential wil l be recorded in CAl-rad, which reverses in 

CAl-slmm and CAl-pyr. If entorhinal inputs to CA1 are active, a different laminar potential 

profilee wil l be present in CA1, i.e. negative in CAl-slm and dentate gyrus with reversal in 

CAl-rad.. If both inputs independent and overlap in time, ICA wil l be able to separate the two 

inputss into two independent components, each associated with its own 'activation' time 

coursee and spatial map (i.e. laminar profile). Some comments should be made about the 

independencee of the underlying sources. First, independence refers to the lack of dependency 

betweenn coincident source activations, but not to possible time-delay dependencies. Thus if 

onee source always follows another source by say 100 ms, but both source do not overlap in 

time,, ICA has no problem separating them (in fact they were separate already and ICA was 

notnot really necessary in the first place). However, if two source activations would have 

overlapped,, then ICA may separate these sources in multiple components, for example two 

componentss that define the non-overlapping sections and one component that represents the 

overlap.. A last comment wil l be made about the assumption that the local field potentials are 

indeedd linear mixtures of underlying sources. Considering the example of CA3 and entorhinal 

inputss to area CA1, the two inputs do linearly mix in CA1 neurons, within certain limits, if the 

dendritess are considered 'passive' cables. However, non-linear mixing can occur, particularly 

iff  inputs are strong (e.g. ceiling effect) or when the synaptic inputs also activate voltage-

dependentt membrane currents. 

Selectedd reading: 
Jungg T-P. Makeig S. Lee T-W, McKeown MJ, Brown G. Bell AJ and Sejnowski TJ (2000) Independent 

componentt analysis of biomedical signals. In: The 2nd Int'1 Workshop on Independent Component Analysis and 

Signall  Separation, pp 633-644. 

Makeigg S. Bell AJ. Jung T-P and Sejnowski TJ (1996) Independent component analysis of 
electroencephalographicc data. In: Advances in Neural Information Processing Systems (Touretzky D. Mozer M 

andd Hasselmo M. eds), pp 145-151. Cambridge. MA: MIT Press. 
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thatt may represent noise or artifacts. This was achieved by setting the activation waveforms of 
alll  unwanted components to zero in the activation matrix A, before multiplication with the 
weightingg matrix W. Current source density analysis can be applied to the reconstructed 
singlee component (i.e. 'the projection1 of this component), to reveal its contribution to the 
currentt densities of the original signal. In fact, this contribution was also determined by 
directlyy applying the 2nd order differencing procedure (according to the expression described 
above)) to the spatial maps in the weighting matrix W, resulting in a set of 'source maps'. 
Thesee source maps identify the current sources associated with an independent component. 
Negativee and positive coefficients in these source maps, however, cannot be equaled to 
inwardd (sinks) or outward (sources) currents, since the final sign is determined by both these 
coefficientss and the activation waveform. 

Too give an indication of the relative contribution of a component to the original signals, 
thee explained variance of each component was determined by calculating the mean variance 
acrosss all recording sites after reconstruction of the single component. This was directly 
calculatedd from the spatial/source map and activation time course by multiplication of the 
variancee of the activation curve and the mean squared spatial/source map coefficients. 
Explainedd variance was expressed as percentage of the summed explained variances of all 
components.. Explained variances of a single component calculated before or after CSD 
analysiss (i.e. using the spatial or source maps respectively) can be quite different. This can be 
accountedd for by the difference in the contributions of the field potentials and corresponding 
CSDss to the total variance. For example, a field potential component may have a strong 
contributionn to the original signal, but if it has an approximately constant spatial map, the 
correspondingg CSD will be near zero and hence it will have almost no contribution to the total 
variancee of the signal after CSD analysis. 

Singlee unit recordings 

Singlee unit activity was measured in a separate set of experiments using a glass 
micropipettee (diameter 0.5-2 îm) filled with a solution of 0.5 M NaCl and 2-2.5% 
neurobiotinn (Vector Laboratories, Burlingame, CA). The electrode was inserted into MEA, 
4.2-5.22 mm lateral, either 0.2-0.4 mm anterior to the transverse sinus (aiming at superficial 
layers)) or 0.6-0.8 mm anterior to the transverse sinus (aiming at deep layers). Initial depth was 
1-1.55 mm below the cortical surface. The electrode was slightly angled (l0-12°) so that the 
trackk was parallel to the layers of MEA. A bipolar stimulation electrode was positioned in the 
dorsall  subiculum. 

Widebandd signals were led through an Axoclamp 2a amplifier (Axon Instruments, 
Unionn City, CA) in bridge mode. The signals were additionally amplified and filtered with a 
Cyberampp (Axon Instruments, Union City, CA): 300 Hz - 10 kHz for single unit activity and 
0.11 -100 Hz for LFPs. Single unit time stamps and local field potentials (digitized at 200 Hz) 
weree recorded with Spike2 for DOS software (Cambridge Electronic Design, Cambridge, 
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UK).. We attempted to label cells that responded to subiculum stimulation using the juxta-
cellularr labeling technique (see below). Cells were assigned to a particular entorhinal layer on 
thee basis of labeling with neurobiotin and/or shape of the evoked field potential and/or 
reconstructionn of the recording track. 

Juxta-cellularJuxta-cellular labeling and tissue processing. In order to identify the exact location and 
morphologyy of recorded cells, they were labeled according to the method described by Pinault 
(1996).. In short, after recordings were finished the micropipette was positioned as close to the 
celll  as possible, guided by the amplitude of the recorded extra-cellular action potentials, 
withoutt damaging it. Current was then injected through the micropipette (positive pulses 3-10 
nAA on negative baseline 1-4 nA, 0.25 sec on, 0.25 sec off), which expelled neurobiotin from 
thee pipette and induced the cell to fire. It most cases this protocol was applied for at least 20 
minutes. . 

Perfusion,, fixation and storage of the brain were performed as described above. Serial 
histologicall  sections were cut sagittaly (40 urn thick) on a freezing microtome and collected 
inn phosphate buffer. Locations of the stimulation sites were verified by inspecting cresyl 
violett stained sections containing the lesions in the microscope. Free-floating sections 
containingg MEA were subjected to histochemistry as follows. First the sections were rinsed in 
phosphatee buffer, pH 7.4, followed by incubation for 30 min in 0.2% peroxidase solution in 
phosphatee buffer (pH 7.6), and rinsed again in phosphate buffer and in 0.5% Triton X-100 
dissolvedd in TBS, pH 8.0 (TBS-TX). In order to visualize Neurobiotin, sections were 
incubatedd overnight in avidin-biotin complex (Vectastain, Vector Laboratories, Burlingame, 
CA)) at 4°C (pH 8.0). Sections were then rinsed in TBS-TX and in Tris/HCl and subsequently 
reactedd with 3,3'-diaminobenzidine tetrahydrochloride (DAB, Sigma, St. Louis, MO), H2O2 
andd nickel ammonium sulphate. After sufficient staining was obtained, the reaction was 
terminatedd with Tris/HCl, pH 8.0. Sections taken from gelatin solution (0.2% in 50 mM 
Tris/HCl,, pH 8.0) were mounted on glass slides and coverslipped with Entellan (Merck, 
Darmstadt,, Germany). 

SingleSingle unit analysis. To analyze the relation between the slow oscillation and unit firing, 
wee constructed peri-event histograms (PEHs) of the firing probability of units around the 
positivee (PEH+) and negative (PEH-) extremes of the slow oscillation waves. Histograms 
weree smoothed with a 3-point moving average filter. Significance of the cross correlations 
wass determined by constructing PTHs of shuffled copies of the spike trains and comparing the 
meann and standard deviation of the amplitudes of these surrogate histograms with the 
amplitudee of the original PTH. Only strongly significant cross-correlations (p<0.001) of either 
PTH++ and/or PTH- were considered. 
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RESULTS S 

Visuall  inspection of the spontaneous field potential activity in the entorhinal cortex and 
hippocampall  formation (HPF) under ketamine/xylazine anesthesia revealed the presence of 
severall  characteristic types of local field potentials (LFPs, fig. 5.1 A). At deep anesthesia 
levels,, the power spectra of the entorhinal cortex and HPF signals were dominated by a peak 
att low frequencies (fig. 5. IB), corresponding to slow oscillations in both structures. In 
addition,, entorhinal sharp potentials, CA1 sharp waves, spindle-like waves and fast (gamma) 

activityactivity could be recognized (fig. 5.1 A). First, we describe the properties of the slow 

oscillationsoscillations in the entorhinal cortex and their relation to hippocampal slow oscillations, since 
thesee oscillations constitute the main focus of the present study. Subsequently, the 
relationshipp between the slow oscillations and the other activity patterns is described. The 
resultss are presented on the basis of one representative experiment and details about the other 
experimentss are given when appropriate. 

Entorhinall  slow oscillations 
LaminarLaminar distribution and source identification. Low frequency waves in the entorhinal 

cortexx occurred either regularly, almost continuously, or alternatively in 'bursts' of a few 
cycles.. These slow oscillations were clearly visible in the raw traces (fig. 5.1A) and they were 
reflectedd in characteristic power spectra (fig. 5. IB). For the example shown in figure 5.1, the 
mainn peak in the power spectra occurred at a frequency of 1.5 Hz at all recording sites in the 
entorhinall  cortex, but it could range from 0.8-1.5 Hz in other experiments. In some cases 
(n=3)) small peaks were present at harmonic frequencies at the most superficial recording sites 
inn layer I (EC-I) (see fig. 5. IB). 

Thee slow oscillations power in the entorhinal cortex was large in deep layers and layer 
I-II ;;  a minimum was found in layer II I  (fig. 5.2A). Such a profile was observed in all 
experiments,, although the relative power between layer I/I I  and deep layers could vary. 
Significantt coherence was present between deep and superficial layer slow oscillations 

(rangingg from 0.4 to almost 1, data not shown). Since our entorhinal recordings were 
performedd in dorsal MEA, close to overlying cortical areas (e.g. peri- and postrhinal cortices) 
itt was possible that the observed slow oscillations were volume-conducted from adjacent 

«—Figuree 5.1 A. Examples of local field potentials recorded simultaneously in all layers of the entorhinal 
cortexx (top) and in area CA1 and dentate gyrus of the hippocampal formation (bottom). Note that in both the 
entorhinall  cortex and the hippocampal formation low frequency waves are present. Several other activity 
patternss are indicated as well. The arrowheads point at examples of sharp waves in area CA1. B. Overlay of 
thee power spectra (0-20 Hz) of all signals recorded in the entorhinal cortex (top) and hippocampal formation 
(bottom),, showing a dominant peak at 1.5 Hz. Spectra were calculated on 40 Hz resampled versions of the 
originall  155 seconds long signals. Note the small peaks at harmonic frequencies (3 and 4.5 Hz) in the 
entorhinall  cortex. The inset shows higher resolution power spectra of hippocampal signals, revealing a 
shoulderr at lower frequencies (arrow), which was only present in the dentate gyrus. 
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sites,, what could mask possible local generators. In order to determine these local generators 
off  the slow oscillations in the entorhinal cortex, current source density analysis (CSD) was 
performedd on the averaged slow oscillations. In figure 5.2C, the peak of the slow oscillations 

LFPP in superficial layers was used as a reference for averaging (low pass fdtered; cut off at 
2.55 Hz). In addition to the slow oscillations in the LFPs of superficial layers, large waves 
weree also present in the deep layers, consistent with the high coherence between deep and 
superficiall  layers. CSD analysis revealed, however, that a sink-source configuration was 
presentt in superficial layers, but not deep layers (fig. 5.2C). If the peak of the slow 

oscillationsoscillations in deep layers was used as a reference for averaging, still a main sink-source 
configurationn was found in superficial but not deep layers. Accordingly, the power of the 
CSDD of thee slow oscillations presented peaks in layers I-II , but not in deep layers (fig. 5.2A). 
Sincee in entorhinal deep layers no sink-source configuration could be identified, we may state 
thatt the slow oscillations LFPs recorded in deep layers, although of large amplitude, are not 
generatedd locally but are volume-conducted from other cortical areas. 

RelationRelation to cell firing. In order to determine the relation between the slow oscillation in 
thee entorhinal cortex and cell firing, multi-unit activity (MUA) was extracted from the 
originall  field potential data, digitized at 10 kHz, in 3 experiments. In two of these, MUA in 
layerss II and III was significantly modulated by the slow oscillations (fig. 5.2D). In both 
experiments,, also significant modulation of deep layer MUA was found (fig. 5.2D). In all 
layerss MUA was increased during or just after the peak of the slow oscillations LFP in layer I, 
correspondingg to the transition from sink to source in layer II. To further investigate the 
relationn between the entorhinal slow oscillations and neuronal discharge in more detail, single 
unitt recordings were performed in the entorhinal cortex in a separate set of experiments. A 
totall  of 135 single units were recorded and assigned to either deep (V-VI , n=36) or superficial 

<—<— Figure 5.2 A. Laminar power profiles at the peak frequency of the slow oscillations in the entorhinal 
cortexx (i.e. 1.5 Hz for this example). Note that high power in the LFPs in layers II and I and in deep layers. 
Afterr CSD analysis, slow oscillation power was only observed in superficial layers. Same experiment as 
figuree 5.1. B. Average of the slow oscillations LFPs in the entorhinal cortex, using the peak in EC-I (channel 
I)) as a reference. C. Current sinks and sources associated with the averaged slow oscillations in the 
entorhinall  cortex. The asterisk indicates the channel that was used for the analyses shown in figure 5.4, D. 
Relationn between the entorhinal slow oscillations and multi-unit activity in layers II, II I  and deep layers. The 
peakk of the slow oscillations in layer I was taken as a reference to construct peri-event histograms (PEH). 
Thee horizontal line indicates the averaged PEH expected by chance  2 standard deviations (dotted lines). In 
eachh histogram the averaged slow oscillations LFP from EC-Ï (channel 1 in B) is drawn at the top for 
reference.. E. Relation between slow oscillations and single unit activity in a separate set of experiments. The 
peakk of the local slow oscillations was taken as a reference to construct peri-event histograms. Most cells 
firedfired preferentially during the descending slope or trough, but some fired during the ascending slope or peak. 
Numberss between brackets indicate the number of cells encountered in superficial layers/deep layers that 
displayedd that particular relation to the slow oscillations. In each histogram the averaged local slow 
oscillationn is shown for reference. Roman numerals indicate the entorhinal layer in which the cell was 
located.. F,G, Photograph and Neurolucida reconstruction of a layer II I  neuron (F) and a layer II neuron (G) 
thatt fired preferentially during the descending slope and the peak of the local slow oscillations, respectively. 
Peri-eventt histograms of these cells are shown in E. 
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(II-III ,, n=98) entorhinal layers as revealed by histology and/or electrophysiological 
characteristicss (see Methods). Average firing rates of deep layer units was generally low (< 1 
Hz)) and in many cases these units were only detected because they responded to test stimuli 
appliedd to the dorsal subiculum (chapter 3). In contrast, superficial layer units had higher 
spontaneouss firing rates. 

Forr analysis of a possible correlation between unit firing and the slow oscillations in the 
locall  EEG, only units with average firing rates above 0.5 Hz were considered. Furthermore, 
casess were only included in the analysis if the local EEG showed clear .slow oscillations as 
evidencedd by a large peak in the power spectrum and rhythmicily in the autocorrelogram. This 
selectionn procedure yielded a total of 89 single units that were available for analysis (deep: 
n=16;; superficial: n=73). 

Moree than 60% (n=46/73) of the superficial layer units were significantly modulated by 
thee local slow oscillations. Most units (n=27) had increased firing probabilities during the 
descendingg slope (fig. 5.2E, first histogram) or trough of the local slow oscillations (fig. 5.2E, 
secondd histogram). In addition, we found cells that fired in phase with the ascending slope 
(n=8,, fig. 5.2E, third histogram) or the peak (n=8, fig. 5.2E, fourth histogram) of the slow 

oscillations.oscillations. Three units, although their PTHs came out the analysis as significant, could not 
bee classified into one of these 3 groups. 

Off  the superficial layer cells that were included in the PTH analysis, fifteen were 
successfullyy labeled with Neurobiotin. All but four of these neurons displayed significant 
sloww oscillation modulation. This group of 11 cells mainly consisted of layer III pyramidal 
neuronss (n=7), but also layer II stellate neurons (n=2, fig. 5.2G) and one layer II pyramidal 
neuron.. Two other neurons had both multipolar and pyramidal characteristics (fig. 5.2F). 

AA significant cross-correlation was found for 9 deep layer units (-56%, n=9/16), which 
alll  showed a clear phase relation to the slow oscillations. Most of these units (n=6) showed 
increasedd firing probability during the descending slope or trough of the local slow 

oscillation.oscillation. Of the remaining units, two had increased firing probability at the positive peak 
andd one unit preferentially fired during the ascending slope of the slow oscillations. 

Ass the total percentage of successfully labeled neurons was rather low and the group of 
deepp layer neurons included in the PTH analysis was relatively small, only a few of these 
neuronss (n=2) were labeled with neurobiotin. These two deep layer neurons both had 
morphologicall  characteristics of pyramidal neurons and one of these neurons, which was 
locatedd at the border with postrhinal cortex, showed significant modulation by the slow 

oscillations. oscillations. 

Importantly,, the analysis of unit activity showed that even though the slow oscillations 

currentt generator, as revealed by the CSD analysis, is located in EC-II/I, cells in EC-III and 
entorhinall  deep layers may still fire in relation to these oscillations. Briefly we may state that 
thee relation between probability of unit firing and the phase of the local oscillations was 
similarr for cells in superficial and deep layers. 
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Figuree 5.3 A. Laminar power profiles at the peak frequency of the slow oscillations in the hippocampal 
formationn (i.e. 1.5 Hz for this example). Note the high power in the LFPs around the fissure. Same 
experimentt as shown in figures 5.1 and 5.2A-D. B. Average of the slow oscillations LFPs in the hippocampal 
formation,, using the peak in CAl-slm as a reference. C. Current sinks and sources associated with the 
averagedd slow oscillations in the hippocampal formation. The asterisks indicate the channels that were used 
forr the analyses shown in figure 5.4. D. Power spectra of hippocampal signals after CSD analysis. Note that 
besidee the main slow oscillation at 1.5 Hz. also other low peaks at low frequencies are present, most 
conspicuouslyy in DG. Scale bars: 200 (mV/mm2)2 for EC-II. and 5000 (mV/mm )2 for hippocampal signals. 

Entorhinall  slow oscillations - relation to hippocampal slow oscillations 

SlowSlow oscillations were also prominent in the HPF (fig. 5.1 A) and these corresponded to 

aa main peak in the power spectra at the same frequency as the entorhinal slow oscillations 

(fig.. 5.1B). A laminar profile of the slow oscillations power demonstrated that these were 

mostt prominent around the fissure, i.e. in CAl-slm and DG-ml: but considerable power was 
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alsoo present in the DG-hilus (fig. 5.3A). This was also reflected in the averaged LFPs, 
constructedd using the slow oscillations peak at the site with maximal power as a reference 
(loww pass filtered, cut off at 2.5 Hz) (fig. 5.3B). CSD analysis applied to these averages 
revealedd that the main sink-source configuration was located in CAl-slm / CAl-rad (fig. 
5.3C).. An additional, usually smaller sink/source pair was observed in the dentate gyrus (fig. 
5.3C). . 

Too study how the local slow oscillations in the entorhinal cortex and HPF were 
functionallyy related, in three experiments coherence analysis was applied to selected CSD 
signalss from DG-gc, CAl-slm and EC-II. An example of such analysis is shown in figure 
5.4AA for the coherence function between EC-II and DG-gc (channels used for this analysis are 
indicatedd by asterisks in figs. 5.2C and 5.3C). In this example, a significant coherence was 
presentt at the frequency range of the slow oscillations frequency. Notice also that significant 
coherencee was present in the theta frequency band (4-6 Hz). In summary (fig. 5.4B), in all 
threee experiments coherence between EC-II and CAl-slm was high (0.79, 0.67, 0.79). 
Somewhatt lower coherencies were found between DG-gc and EC-II (0.41, 0.38, 0.72) and 
betweenn DG-gc and CA1 -slm (0.49, 0.43, 0.74). 

Partializationn of coherence can be used to determine the contribution of a third signal to 
thee coherence between a given pair of signals. For the example in figure 5.4A, partializing 
withh the signal from CAl-slm completely removed the existing coherence between EC-II and 
DG-gc.. Notice, however, that it had no effect on coherence in the theta frequency band. In 
summaryy (fig. 5.4B), the coherence between EC-II and DG-gc was strongly reduced when the 
signalss from CAl-slm were used for partialization (-99%, -92%, -82%). Likewise, a large 
reductionn of the coherence between CA1 -slm and DG-gc was observed, when it was 
partializedd for the EC-II signal (-73%, -74%, -76%). A more variable and smaller reduction of 
thee coherence between EC-II and CAl-slm was found, when partializing with the signal from 
DG-gcc (0%, -27%, -55%). 

Thesee analyses show that a strong phase coupling of the slow oscillations is present 
betweenn entorhinal superficial layers and CAl-slm. With respect to DG-gc, we found also 
phasee coupling to both EC-II and CAl-slm, although to a lesser degree. In order to determine 

*—Figur ee 5.4 A. Example of coherence between CSD signals from EC-II and DG-gc (thick line). Note that 
coherencee was present at slow oscillations frequencies (~1.5 Hz) and at theta frequencies (4-6 Hz), The 
coherencee between EC-II and DG-gc was reduced significantly by parti alization with the signal from CAl-
slmm only in the slow oscillations frequency band. Gray area represents the 95% confidence interval. 
Horizontall  dashed line indicates the coherence level below which signals were considered independent. B. 
Summaryy of coherence and partial coherence analyses in three cases. The straight lines represent the 
coherencee between signals. Curved lines indicate the effect of partiahzation. C. Overlay of cross correlations 
calculatedd from 5-second epochs for three combinations of signals for one experiment (case #1, same 
experimentt as shown in figs 5.1 -5.3). D. Summary of cross correlation analysis for each combination of 
signalss in all three cases. Each point in the radial plots indicates the squared correlation coefficient and phase 
(relativee to zero time lag) of the peak/trough closest to zero time lag in the cross correlation (indicated by 
dotss in C). For clarity, axis labels are only displayed for one plot. 
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Sloww oscillations and related activities 

too time relation between entorhinal and hippocampal slow oscillations in these experiments, 
filteredd CSD signals (low-pass at 2.5 Hz) were subdivided into 5 second long epochs and 
cross-correlationss of these epochs were computed for each combination of signals from EC-II, 
CAl-slmm and DG-gc. In figure 5.4C, the results of these analyses are shown for one 
experimentt (channels used for this analysis are indicated by asterisks in figs. 5.2C and 5.3C). 
Inn all cases, CAl-slm was out of phase with both EC-II and DG-gc; in other words the sinks 
inn CAl-slm were approximately in phase with the sources in EC-II and DG-gc. Phase shifts 
weree determined from the cross-correlation of each epoch by locating the peak or trough 
nearestt to zero time lag (indicated by dots in figure 5.4C). In figure 5.4D, these phase delays 
aree plotted with the corresponding squared correlation coefficients (r2) for all three 
experiments.. In all cases a phase delay was found of the EC-II source with respect to CA1 -
slmm sink in most epochs. This reached statistical significance, however, in only one 
experimentt when tested against the null-hypothesis of zero phase shift (fig. 5.4D, case #3, 
p<0.05,, only epochs with r2>0.2 included). In two experiments there was also a tendency for 
EC-III  to lag behind DG-gc in the majority of epochs (fig. 5.4D, case #1 and case #3); the 
average,, however, was not significantly different from zero phase shift. Between CAl-slm 
andd DG-gc the phase shifts were not significantly different from zero. 

Sloww oscillations - independent component analysis 
Evenn though the power spectra of the entorhinal and hippocampal LFPs showed one 

mainn peak, additional low frequency activities could be distinguished. For example, in the 
powerr spectrum of the experiment shown in figure 5. IB a small shoulder at lower frequencies 
cann be discerned, which was localized to the DG. Moreover, a closer look at the power spectra 
afterr CSD analysis indicated that in most experiments there was more than one peak at low 
frequencies.. For example in one experiment, in CAl-slm the main peak was at -1.5 Hz, but in 
DG-mll  the main peak was at ~1 Hz and the spectra of CAl-rad, CAl-pyr and DG-gc showed 
multiplee peaks in the 1-2 Hz frequency band, as illustrated in figure 5.3D. This suggested that 
multiplee low frequency oscillations were present in the hippocampal formation that had 
overlappingg spatial and frequency distributions and which therefore were difficult to isolate 
byy filtering. 

Inn order to explore whether slow oscillations at different frequencies could be identified, 

wee applied independent component analysis (ICA) to 60 second long recordings in three 

i—— Figure 5.5 Independent component analysis applied to 60 second long records of hippocampal (A) and 
entorhinall  (B) LFPs. Only components that were deemed interesting based on the spatial map or activation 
timee course are shown. For each component the following is shown: explained variances fin % of total 
variance),, associated spatial (line) and source maps (gray area), 15-second long section of the activation time 
coursee and power spectra of the activation time courses. For better display, spatial and source maps were 
normalizedd to their maximal absolute value. Activation time courses were normalized to unit variance. 
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experiments.. Several independent components that were retrieved and described the activities 
off  interest are displayed in figure 5.5. For each component, its spatial and source maps are 
presented,, as well as a 15 second long trace of its activation time course and the associated 
powerr spectra. ICA was also able to isolate artifacts into a single independent component 
(componentss not shown in fig. 5.5). Generally, in both HPF and the entorhinal cortex a single 
independentt component was found which described most of the slow oscillations LFP (i.e. E1 
andd HI), which had spatial maps and source distribution similar to what was described above 
regardingg the slow oscillations averages. Other components with peaks at frequencies close 
thee main slow oscillations were present (i.e. H4 in fig. 5.5A). In addition, other components 
withh spectral power at lower frequencies were identified (e.g. H2, H3, H9, H10, E4, E5), but 
thesee were usually not as conspicuous, and the corresponding peaks not as sharp as the 
componentss at the frequency of the main slow oscillations. These components had a main 
frequencyy in the range of 1 Hz and they were identified mainly in the DG and around the 
hippocampall  fissure (H2, H3, H9, H10) and in the entorhinal cortex (E4, E5). By means of 
independentt component analysis we were also able to extract other activity patterns in 
additionn to the slow oscillations. For example, components E3 and E7 describe the entorhinal 
sharpsharp potential (respectively the superficial layer and deep layer components of the sharp 

potential).potential). Components H6 and H7 describe CA1 sharp waves. Gamma oscillations were 
distributedd over multiple components and these components generally also had some power at 
loww frequencies (e.g. H2, H3, H8 and E2, E3). Notice that the power spectrum of component 
E22 showed several small peaks in the range from -30 to -65 Hz, whereas component E3 only 
hadd a maximum at about 35 Hz. 

Thee relation between these activity patterns and the slow oscillations in the entorhinal 
cortexx and hippocampal formation are described next. 

Sloww oscillations - relation to entorhinal sharp potentials 

Thee spontaneous LFPs in EC-I displayed regularly occurring positive going peaks 

«—— Figure 5.6 A. Left: Raw LFPs in the entorhinal cortex illustrating sharp potentials (open arrowheads). 
Right:: Current sources and sinks associated with the LFPs shown on the left. Sharp potential were associated 
withh a prominent current sink in layer III . Note that spindle wave were present in the LFPs, but had no 
associatedd current sources. B. Averaged entorhinal sharp potential (LFP) and corresponding current sources 
(CSD).. using the current sink in layer III as a reference. Notice the small deep layer current sink (arrow) that 
peakss prior to the current sink in layer III . C. Relation between the entorhinal sharp potential and multi-unit 
activityy in layers II. Il l and deep layers. D. Histogram of the occurrence times of sharp potentials in relation 
too the peak of the slow oscillations in EC-I. The averaged EC-I slow oscillations LFP is shown for reference. 
E.. Left: Sharp potential triggered average of hippocampal CSD signals. Right: Comparison of the averaged 
sharpp potential related current source densities in the entorhinal cortex (corresponding channels are indicated 
byy asterisks in B) and hippocampal formation (black lines). Sharp potential related events in CA1 -slm could 
bee reconstructed using only the independent components that represented the main slow oscillation {HI and 
H4.. dashed line). Events in DG-gc. were best described by a combination of independent components HL H4 
andd H8 (light gray line, compare with the reconstruction based on HI and H4 only). Scale bars: 5 mV/mnr 
forr the entorhinal cortex. 10 mV/mnr for CA1 and DG. 
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(termedd sharp potentials, see Pare et al.. 1995) of short duration (-100 ms) as is shown in the 
raww traces in figures 5.1 A and 5.6A (left). Visual inspection of the raw traces after CSD 
analysiss demonstrated that a major current sink in EC-III (close to EC-II) was associated with 
thee sharp potential (fig. 5.6A, right). To analyze the laminar distribution of sharp potentials 

inn more detail, the trough of the EC-III current sink was used as reference to construct an 
averagedd CSD of the sharp potential in the entorhinal cortex (fig. 5.6B). Notice that both the 
slowslow oscillations and the sharp potential have current sinks in the entorhinal superficial 
layers.. A comparison of figure 5.2C and figure 5.6B shows that the major sink of the sharp 

potentialpotential -was located 100-200 urn deeper (i.e. in layer III ) than that of the main slow 

oscillationsoscillations (i.e. EC-II), which was seen in all experiments. In addition to the main current 
sinkk in EC-III and the associated source situated more superficially, in four cases a clear 
secondd sharp potential related sink was observed in EC-V (fig. 5.6B). This layer V sink had 
ann amplitude that was much smaller than the layer III sink and in all cases its peak occurred 
priorr to the layer III sink. 

Nextt we determined the relation between entorhinal sharp potentials and multi-unit 
activityy in three experiments. In two cases, there was a significant increase of MUA during 
thee sharp potential in all layers compared to the MUA level that could be expected by chance, 
ass illustrated in fig. 5.6C. In entorhinal deep layers, the increase of MUA started prior to the 
increasess observed in EC-II and EC-ÏII, 

Auto-correlationn of the sharp potentials, considered as point-processes, revealed that in 
alll  experiments sharp potentials had a tendency to recur at a periodicity similar to that of the 
slowslow oscillation, i.e. -0.1 seconds for the experiment shown in figure 5.6. To determine 
whetherr there was a phase relation between the slow oscillations and the sharp potentials, 

histogramss were constructed of the occurrence times of sharp potentials relative to the peak 
off  the superficial entorhinal slow oscillations LFP (fig. 5.6D). These showed that sharp 

potentialspotentials were strongly related to the slow oscillations, occurring preferentially just after the 
peakk of the slow oscillations LFP in EC-I. The strong relation between entorhinal sharp 

potentialspotentials and the slow oscillations was also reflected in the sharp potential related activity in 
thee HPF (fig. 5.6E). The peak of the sharp potential sink in EC-III occurred at the downward 
flankk of the hippocampal slow oscillations in CAl-slm (fig 5.6E, right). To examine whether 
thee sharp potential related events in CAl-slm were associated with the slow oscillations that 
weree mainly accounted for by the independent components HI and H4, we made a 
reconstructedd signal adding these two components (fig. 5.6E, red trace). This showed that this 
neww signal H1+H4 resembled closely the sharp potential related events in CAl-slm. 

Inn the DG, however, sharp potential related activity was not completely reconstructed 
usingg only these two components; rather a third component had to be added (H8) as illustrated 
inn figure 5.6E. Notice that this component H8 also contained high frequency (gamma) activity 

(fig.. 5.5A). 
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Sloww oscillations - relation to gamma oscillations 
Fastt activity was present in the dentate gyrus and entorhinal cortex (fig. 5.1A), reflected 

byy a peak at -30 Hz (range 25-35 Hz, n=5) in the power spectra (figure 5.7A,C). In the 
entorhinall  cortex, gamma oscillations LFP power was largest in layer I; much less power was 
presentt in layer III and deep layers. An averaged laminar profile of the entorhinal gamma 

activityactivity (using the peak in EC-I as a reference) showed a reversal near layer II (fig. 5.7B), 
whichh corresponded to a current sink-source pair in layer II and I after CSD analysis (fig. 
5.7B),, similar as has been described previously (Chrobak and Buzsaki, 1998). Note that the 
sink-sourcee distribution of the slow oscillations (fig. 5.2C) and that of the gamma activity (fig. 
5.7B)) show similar depth profiles. In the DG, gamma activity power was high in DG-gc and 
DG-hil,, but we did not observe gamma activity in CA1, except for the high frequency ripples 
associatedd with sharp waves, as described below. Gamma oscillation associated current 
sourcess were observed in DG-gc and DG-ml (fig. 5.7D). 

Thee power spectra after CSD analysis revealed that in the entorhinal cortex relatively 
moree power was present at higher frequencies (i.e. -65 Hz in fig. 5.7A) when compared to the 
powerr spectra of the LFPs, resulting in two gamma peaks (fig. 5.7A). Note also that in the 
HPFF gamma power after CSD analysis was highest in DG-ml, but the peak generally occurred 
att slightly higher frequency than was observed for the LFPs (fig. 5.7C). Significant coherence 
wass present in the gamma frequency band between CSD signals from EC-II and DG-ml (fig. 
5.7E,, channels used are marked with an asterisk in figs. 5.7B and 5.7D). When compared with 
thee power spectra after CSD analysis (fig. 5.7A,C) we noted that significant coherence (range 
0.05-0.35)) was present at frequencies between 50 and 100 Hz, whereas the main peak in the 
powerr spectra usually occurred at lower frequencies (30-50 Hz). Estimates were made of the 
timee delay between EC-II and DG-ml gamma oscillation currents as determined from the 
slopee of the phase spectrum at frequencies with significant coherence. In the three 
experimentss that displayed the highest coherence (>0.1) EC-II was always leading (0.9 - 3.7 
ms).. To further investigate the relation between the entorhinal cortex and DG gamma 
oscillations,, averages were constructed of DG current densities, using the gamma peaks in 
EC-III  as a reference (fig. 5.7F). These averages showed multiple gamma current sinks in DG-
mll  related to entorhinal gamma waves; the largest sink reached maximum approximately 5 ms 
afterr the peak of the entorhinal gamma wave (fig. 5.7F). Note also in this figure, that DG 
currentt sinks related to entorhinal gamma waves were restricted to a single recording site in 
thee middle molecular layer, whereas current sinks in the averages in figure 5.7D were 
observedd in both middle and outer molecular layer. 

Wee also noted a difference between the inten-als distributions of gamma CSD peaks in 
EC-III  and DG-ml (fig. 5.7G). In all experiments, EC-II gamma peaks occurred more 
frequentlyy with an interval of -10 ms than gamma peaks in DG-ml. The latter occurred 
preferentiallyy with an interval of ~20 ms. 
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Too study a possible relation between slow oscillations in the entorhinal cortex and HPF 

andd gamma oscillations e vent-triggered spectrograms (ETS) were constructed. In figure 5.7G, 

thee stow oscillations LFP peaks in EC-I were used as a reference to create an ETS of 

entorhinall  gamma oscillation potentials (channel 1). A relative increase of log(power) was 

observedd in the 50-150 Hz frequency band just after the peak of the local slow oscillations 

(fig.. 5.7G, red). During the trough and ascending slope of the slow oscillations LFP a relative 

decreasee of log(power) was observed in the same frequency band (fig. 5.7G, blue). The low 

frequencyy component around zero time lag (indicated by asterisk in fig. 5.7G) is due to the 

sharpsharp potential. The time course can be better appreciated if Alog(power) is averaged for the 

50-1500 Hz frequency band (fig. 5.7G, bottom). 

Sloww oscillations - relation to CA1 sharp waves 
CA11 sharp waves were frequently observed in areaCAl (fig. 5.1 A). These sharp waves 

hadd similar characteristics as described previously (Buzsaki, 1986, Suzuki and Smith, 1987, 
Ylinenn et al., 1995) and are therefore only described briefly here for the sake of completeness 
andd to be able to compare the behavior of sharp waves with that of the phenomena that form 
thee core of the present study. Sharp waves were negative in CAl-rad and reversed close to 
CAl-pyr.. CSD analysis demonstrated that sharp waves were associated with a current sink in 
CAl-radd and sources in CAl-pyrr and CAl-slm, as is illustrated by the averaged sharp wave 

inn figure 5.8A. Sharp waves were associated with high frequency oscillatory waves ('ripples') 
inn CAl-pyr (see fig. 5.1 A) similar as has been reported before (Ylinen etal., 1995). 

Cross-correlationn of sharp waves with the slow oscillations LFPs in HPF, demonstrated 
thatt sharp waves had a tendency to occur during the peak of the hippocampal slow oscillations 

LFPss (fig. 5.8C). As entorhinal sharp potentials were strongly related to the stow oscillations, 

wee looked closer at the possible relation between these two activity patterns. Cross-correlation 
betweenn the two events showed no obvious relation (fig. 5.8D). No difference was found 
betweenn the averaged sharp potentials that followed a sharp wave within 300 ms and the 
averagee of the remaining sharp potentials. An average constructed of entorhinal LFPs using 
thee trough of the sharp wave current sink in CAl-rad as reference revealed a small current 
sinkk in entorhinal deep layers, but no clearly noticeable sinks and/or sources in superficial 
layerss (fig. 5.8B) as was the case for sharp potentials. We may note that for the example 
shownn in figure 5.8B, the sharp wave associated sink in entorhinal deep layers was located 
2000 urn deeper than the sink associated with the sharp potential in deep layers (i.e. compare 
fig.. 5.8B for the sharp wave with figure 5.6B for the sharp potential). These results 
demonstratee that CA1 sharp waves showed a moderate relation to the hippocampal slow 

oscillationsoscillations but that they were unrelated to entorhinal sharp potentials. 
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Spindle-likee waves 
Inn addition to the above mentioned activity patterns we also observed spindle-like 

wavess (fig. 5.1 A), but these had no obvious associated current generators in the entorhinal 
cortexx or HPF (e.g. see fig. 5.6A). Therefore, we did not explore these spindle waves in more 
detail.. We should note, however, that visual inspection of the raw data suggested that spindle 
wavee occurred during the same phase of thee slow oscillations as the entorhinal sharp potential 
(e.g.. see figs. 5.1A and 5.6A), but they were not always simultaneously present. 

DISCUSSION N 

Thee findings reported here give new insights regarding the dynamics of characteristic 
spontaneouss activities in the entorhinal cortex and HPF occurring during the anesthetized 
state,, and the interrelations between both areas. Our results reveal how the entorhinal cortex 
andd HPF spontaneous activities are coordinated in this state. One main finding in the present 
reportt is that slow oscillations are locally generated in the entorhinal cortex and HPF in a 
coherentt fashion. In addition, we demonstrated that these slow oscillations show a specific 
temporall  relation to entorhinal sharp potentials and gamma activity. The main features can be 
summarizedd as follows: (i) The dominant slow oscillations have distinct current sources in 
EC-II/I,, but not in entorhinal deep layers. Neurons in all entorhinal layers, however, may 
dischargee in phase with the local slow oscillations. Slow oscillations were also generated in 
thee HPF, and a strong phase coupling between the entorhinal cortex and CAl-slm and DG-gc 
wass found. In addition to the main slow oscillation, other low frequency components were 
identifiedd using independent component analysis, particularly in DG, but also in the 
entorhinall  cortex, although with relatively small spectral power, (ii) Strongly associated with 
thee slow oscillations are entorhinal sharp potentials, which are transient surface-positive and 
depth-negativee potentials in the entorhinal cortex, (iii ) Entorhinal gamma activity (>30 Hz) is 
increasedd during the descending slope and trough of the entorhinal slow oscillation. 
Significantt coherence between EC-II and DG-ml gamma oscillations is present, although at 
frequenciess that were higher than the main frequency of gamma in the entorhinal cortex and 
DG.. (iv) CA1 sharp waves are moderately related to the slow oscillation, but they appear 
unrelatedd to entorhinal sharp potentials. 

Originn of entorhinal-hippocampal slow oscillations 
Thee entorhinal slow oscillations have a local cortical origin, since we found a current 

sink/sourcee pair in EC-I/EC-II. Entorhinal slow oscillations were strongly coupled to slow 
oscillationss locally generated in CA1 and DG, as revealed by CSD analyses. Based on the 
locationn of current sources in the superficial layers of the entorhinal cortex, the slow 
oscillationss modulated firing of layer II and III neurons and the finding that slow oscillations 
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sourcess in the hippocampal formation were located in the same layers where entorhinal 
afferentss terminate (i.e. CAl-slm, DG-ml) it may be thought that slow oscillations in the HPF 
wouldd depend on inputs arising in the entorhinal cortex. 

WhichWhich processes at the cellular and network level are responsible for the slow 

oscillationsoscillations in the entorhinal cortex and HPF? The majority of entorhinal neurons discharged 
duringg the descending slope or trough of the local slow oscillation and these phases 
correspondedd to (the initial part of a current sink in EC-I and a source in EC-II. In addition, 
duringg this same phase there was an increase of gamma oscillation power in EC-II. The 
dischargee of superficial entorhinal neurons has been shown to be phase-related to the gamma 
oscillationss (Chrobak and Buzsaki, 1998). It may therefore be suggested that this sink in EC-I 
representss a depolarizing phase induced by synaptic activity, similar to what has been 
describedd in neocortex (Steriade et al., 1993a, b). Using a biophysical network model for the 
sloww oscillation observed in vitro Compte et al. (2003) proposed that cortical neurons oscillate 
slowly,, at about <1 Hz, between a 'down state' and an *up state1, the latter being maintained 
byy strong recurrent excitation balanced by inhibition and the transition to the 'down state' 
beingg mediated by a slow adaptation Na+-dependent K+-current, The slow oscillations in the 
neocortexx are generated via intra-cortical synaptic linkages (Sanchez-Vives and McCormick, 
2000,, Steriade et al., 1993b, Timofeev and Steriade, 1996). Accordingly, current generators of 
thee K-complex, electroencephalographic elements associated with the slow oscillation that 
representt excitation in large pools of cortical neurons (Amzica and Steriade, 1998b), are 
locatedd in superficial cortical layers where intra-cortical connections terminate (Amzica and 
Steriade,, 1998a). It is likely that synaptic inputs arriving in layer I in the medial entorhinal 
cortex,, that may originate from extrinsic sources like postrhinal cortex, piriform cortex or 
presubiculumm (Burwell and Amaral, 1998a, b. Caballero-Bleda and Witter. 1993, Room et al., 
1984),, may contribute to the generation of the entorhinal slow oscillations. Slow oscillations 
havee been described in the perirhinal cortex of the cat, as well, and these oscillations were 
correlatedd with entorhinal slow oscillations (Collins et al., 1999. Collins et al., 2001). Thus it 
iss possible that at least part of the entorhinal slow oscillations may be relayed from the 
perirhinall  (or postrhinal) cortex to layer II and III neurons. Intrinsic associational projections 
originatingg from deep or superficial entorhinal layers that terminate extensively in layer I 
(Dolorfoo and Amaral, 1998b) may also contribute, since we found that neurons in layer V and 
IIII  also discharge in relation to the local slow oscillation. However, we should note that we 
didd not observe slow oscillation current sources in layer V. One possible explanation for this 
apparentt disparity might be that the sources in EC-I and EC-II represent not only trans-
membranee currents of neurons with somata and dendrites superficial layers, but also of the 
apicall  dendrites of layer V that can extend all the way to the pial surface. Input fibers 
distributedd to superficial entorhinal layers may indeed terminate on these apical dendrites, as 
wass shown for the input from presubiculum (van Haeften et al., 2000), but whether this is also 
thee case for the projections from other cortical areas, is presently unknown. At the level of the 
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entorhinall  superficial layers an ordered arrangement of synaptic inputs appears to exist, 
resultingg in a clear current source density depth profile. In addition, phasic excitatory and/or 
inhibitoryy inputs that arrive in layers III and V may not cause an overt field potential level if 
thee basal dendrites of layer V and layer III neurons that are targeted by these inputs, are not 
arrangedd in a regular way such that currents flowing in and out of neurons would tend to 
cancell  each other at the macroscopic level. 

Inn the neocortex intracellular recordings during slow oscillations indicated that the 
depolarizingg phase is followed by a hyperpol arizing phase characterized by disfacilitation of 
thee cortical network (Contreras et al., 1996). Neurons in neocortex, perirhinal cortex and 
amygdalaa discharge during the depolarizing phase ('up state') and much less during the 
hyperpolarizingg phase ('down state') of the local slow oscillation (Collins et al., 2001, 
Steriade,, 1997). Nevertheless, we found some entorhinal neurons that fired preferentially 
duringg the ascending slope or peak of the local slow oscillation, rather than during the 
descendingg slope or trough. This may be interpreted as reflecting that the neurons strongly 
modulatedd by the slow oscillation do not form a homogeneous population, rather they consist 
off  different populations, both principal and interneurons, the firing of which has different 
dynamicall  relations to the slow oscillations. 

Regardingg the sources of slow oscillations in DG and CA1 we must note the phase 
measurementss indicated that the hippocampal slow oscillations (CAl-slm and DG-gc) lead 
thee entorhinal slow oscillations. This would be compatible with the general idea that during 
thee slow oscillations state transmission is mainly directed from the HPF to the cortex, 
althoughh incompatible with the hypothesis that slow oscillations in the HPF depend on inputs 
arisingg in the entorhinal cortex as described above. However, taking into consideration that 
thee relationship between phase shift and time-delay is ambiguous (Boeijinga and Lopes da 
Silva,, 1989) we can not derive time-delays from these phase shifts in a simple way, since 
severall  processes can contribute to a given phase shift in addition to transmission delays, 
namelyy (non-)linear filtering properties of soma-dendritic membranes and local circuits. The 
phasee shifts encountered here may mainly reflect that the cellular mechanisms of transfer 
betweenn input firing and membrane current changes, that are ultimately apparent in the CSD 
profiles,, have different dynamical properties in the three areas (entorhinal cortex, CAl-slm, 
DG-gc).. Therefore we cannot make a definitive statement concerning the time-delay of the 
sloww oscillations between the entorhinal cortex and the hippocampal areas. 

WhatWhat are the implications of finding slow oscillations at different frequencies? Low 
frequencyy activities in the neocortex of the cat during slow-wave sleep and in the anesthetized 
statee have been subdivided into 'slow oscillations' (<1 Hz) and 'delta oscillations' (1-4 Hz) 
(Steriadee et al., 1993a, b, Steriade, 2000). In the behaving cat, slow oscillations were 
describedd in the perirhinal and entorhinal cortex, which could occur regularly at 
approximatelyy 1 Hz (Collins et al., 1999). Similar slow oscillations were found in the 
perirhinall  cortex in the anesthetized cat (Collins et al., 2001). The slow oscillations that we 
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observedd in the entorhinal cortex and HPF of the rat under ketamine/xylazine anesthesia 
displayedd frequencies in the range of 0.7-1.5 Hz, which are slightly higher than the frequency 
off  slow oscillations described in cat. It has been noted, however, that with the deepening of 
sleepp the slow oscillation becomes more regular and faster (i.e. higher frequency) (Amzica 
andd Steriade, 2002). In our experiments relatively deep levels of anesthesia may thus have 
contributedd to a slightly higher frequency slow oscillation. Nevertheless we found that the 
spectraa of the main slow oscillation presented, in addition, small spectral peaks at higher 
harmonicss indicating that the underlying neuronal generators have non-linear properties. 
Furthermore,, independent component analysis demonstrated that the main slow oscillation 
componentss co-existed also with other components with oscillations at lower frequencies. 
Mostt of the corresponding ICA components had rather broad spectra, but those that were 
locatedd in DG showed narrow spectral peaks around 0.7 - 1.0 Hz. Whether these components 
aree sub-harmonics of the main slow oscillation is a possibility that has to be investigated 
usingg higher order spectral analyses. The fact that the local generators appear to have non-
linearr properties, as indicated above, makes it likely these slow oscillations have complex 
dynamicss with sub- and high harmonic components. 

Relationss between slow oscillations and other activity patterns 

Ourr results indicate that the entorhinal slow oscillation was strongly related to the 

occurrencee of entorhinal sharp potentials, which are transient surface positive, deep negative 

potentialss (Pare et ah, 1995). Sharp potentials occurred predominantly just at the start of the 

currentt sink in entorhinal layer I. 

WhatWhat is the origin of the entorhinal sharp potential? It was previously suggested that 
sharpp potentials reflect entorhinal intra-laminar (i.e. deep-to-superficial layer) communication 
(Chrobakk and Buzsaki, 2002, Pare et al„  1995). Indeed, our results show that the sharp 

ee 5.7 A. Overlay of power spectra of entorhinal LFPs (top) and current sources (bottom) showing the 
presencee of high frequency components. Notice that in this case two peaks were present (32 Hz and 65 Hz), 
mostt clearly visible in the CSD, B. Averaged gamma waves in the entorhinal cortex and associated current 
sourcess (bottom), using the peak in EC-I as a reference. C. Overlay of power spectra of hippocampal LFPs 
(top)) and current sources (bottom). D. Averaged gamma waves in the dentate gyrus and associated current 
sourcess (bottom), using the peak in DG-gc as a reference. E. Coherence between CSD signals from EC-I I 
andd DG-ml. F. Averaged current source densities in the dentate gyrus, using the gamma peaks in EC-I as a 
reference.. Notice the presence of multiple gamma current sinks in DG-ml. the largest occurring -5 ms after 
zeroo time lag. G. Interval distribution of isolated gamma sinks in EC-II and DG-ml. Notice that EC-H gamma 
wavess had a preferred interval of - 10ms. whereas DG-ml gamma waves preferentially occurred at an interval 
off  -20 ms. H. Relation between the entorhinal slow oscillations and gamma oscillations. The event-triggered 
spectrogramm (ETS) was constructed using the peak of the slow oscillations in EC-I as a reference. Red and 
bluee indicate significantly more or less power than can be expected by chance. The averaged slow 
oscillationss LFP of EC-I is plotted for reference. The figure at the bottom shows an average of the ETS for 
frequenciess between 50 and 150 Hz. Statistics were obtained by shuffling the triggers and calculating the 
averagedd ETS  standard deviation that could be expected by chance. Values were considered significant if 
theyy were larger than 2x the standard deviation (gray area in the bottom plot). 
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potentiall  in several cases is associated with a current sink in layer V, which occurred prior to 
thee large current sink in layer III . indicating deep-to-superficial layer communication (chapter 
3).. However, a sharp potential related current sink in deep layers was not clear in all cases 
and,, as yet, we can not dismiss the possibility that sharp potentials encountered in superficial 
layerss may be activated by inputs relayed from perirhinal or postrhinal cortex similarly as for 
thee slow oscillations. Pare et al. (1995) argued that sharp potentials are generated by inputs 
fromm BLA to the entorhinal cortex as neurons in the baso-tateral amydgala (BLA) fired in 
relationn to the entorhinall  sharp potential and lesions of the BLA abolished sharp potentials. 
Accordingg to the anatomy of amygdalo-entorhinal projections, however, the region of the 
entorhinall  cortex where we performed our recordings (dorsal part of MEA, sub-field CE). 
receivess littl e or no direct input from the amygdala (Pitkanen et al., 2000). Nevertheless, BLA 
mightt contribute to the generation of sharp potentials through indirect pathways, for example 
byy facilitation of cortical or hippocampal inputs (Kajiwara et al., 2003). The latter, arising 
fromm area CA1 and subiculum (Kohier. 1985, Tamamaki and Nojyo, 1995, van Groen and 
Wyss,, 1990), would lead to the activation of an entorhinal deep layer current sink of the sharp 
potential,, found in some, but not in all, experiments. Pare et al. (1995) reported that a subset 
off  subicular neurons (but not CA1 neurons) discharged early during the sharp potential. The 
possibilityy exists, therefore, that subicular projections to deep and superficial layers of the 
entorhinall  cortex (Kohier, 1985) contribute to the sharp potential related currents in the 
entorhinall  cortex. We found that in addition to the existence of the main generator of sharp 
potentialss in the superficial (EC-II/III ) layers and a smaller one in deep layers (EC-V) there 
existt sharp potential related events in CA1 and DG. The latter are strongly associated with the 
locall  slow oscillation as was shown by the reconstructions based on independent component 
analysis. . 

Previously,, two types of sharp potentials were reported: simple and complex sharp 
potentials.. The latter involved the additional discharge of layer II neurons, which could then 
resultt in synaptic potentials in the dentate gyrus (Pare et al., 1995). Under barbiturate 
anesthesia,, all hippocampal sub-fields could be recruited in sequence, whereas during natural 
sleepp activation only the dentate gyrus was involved (Pare et al., 1995). We did not observe 
complexx sharp potentials or an additional involvement of layer II; this could be due to the 
depthh of anesthesia (Pare et al., 1995) or the type of anesthesia used by us (chapter 4). 

IsIs there a relation between sharp potentials and sharp waves? It is interesting to discuss 
ourr findings in the light of what has been described concerning another conspicuous 
spontaneouss activity, the synchronous population bursts in area CA1 called sharp waves 
(Buzsaki,, 1986, Suzuki and Smith. 1987). Sharp waves can be recorded from the entorhinal 
cortexx as well (Chrobak and Buzsaki. 1994). Our data show, however, that sharp wave related 
eventss in the entorhinal cortex only involves deep layers, but not superficial layers, similar as 
hass been reported before (Chrobak and Buzsaki, 1994). Also, we found that sharp waves were 
relativelyy weakly modulated by the slow oscillation, unlike the sharp potentials. In addition. 
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Figuree 5.8 A. Averaged current sourees associated with the CAI sharp wave, taking the current sink in CA1-
radd as a reference. B. CA1 sharp wave related LFPs and current sources in the entorhinal cortex. Notice a 
clearr sink in deep, but not superficial layers. C. Relation between the hippocampal slow oscillation and CAI 
sharpp waves. Slow oscillations peak in CAl-slm was taken as a reference to construct a histogram of sharp 
wavee occurrences. D. Sharp potential triggered histogram of CA1 sharp wave occurrences. 

entorhinall  sharp potential related activity in area CA1 did not reveal any clear relation 

withh CAI sharp waves. Thus it seems unlikely that CA1 sharp waves are involved in the 

generationn of entorhinal sharp potentials. 

WhatWhat is the significance of gamma oscillations during slow oscillations state.' 

Entorhinall  gamma oscillation sources were located in superficial layers, similar as reported 

beforee (Chrobak and Buzsaki, 1998). Our results demonstrated that gamma oscillations in the 

dentatee gyrus were phase coupled to entorhinal gamma oscillations. Entorhinal gamma waves 

precededd dentate gyrus gamma waves by approximately 5 ms. suggesting a transmission of 

entorhinall  cortex to the dentate gyrus (Csicsvari et al.. 2003). Indeed, lesions of the entorhinal 

cortexx almost completely abolish dentate gamma oscillations (Bragin et al.. 1995). indicating 
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thatt dentate gyrus gamma oscillations are driven extrinsically by the entorhinal cortex (but see 
Pöschell  et al., 2002). In contrast to the observations of Csicsvari et al. (2003) that in the 
behavingg rat there are two gamma generators, in the DG and CA3-CA1, we only found clear 
evidencee for the former. It is possible that the discrepancy may be due to the fact that we used 
anesthetizedd animals. Anyway, this implies that apparently the DG (and entorhinal) gamma 
generatorss are affected differently by the anesthetic mixture used. The cellular and network 
mechanismss underlying the generation of entorhinal gamma oscillations are a matter of 
intensee research. It has been suggested that at least part of the gamma oscillations may be due 
too synchronous inhibitory post-synaptic potentials mediated by divergent projections of 
GABAergicc intemeurons to principal cells, but gap junctions may also contribute (Chrobak 
andd Buzsaki, 1998, Tamas et al.. 2000, Traub et al.. 2001). 

Thee finding that the power of gamma oscillations increased during the phase of the 
entorhinall  slow oscillations in which most neurons presented maximal firing rates, indicates 
thatt the gamma oscillations are enhanced when the majority of neurons is depolarized. This is 
compatiblee with the interpretation that pyramidal neurons are entrained by synchronized 
activityy of GABAergic neurons so that they tend to fire preferentially on the decaying phase 
off  the resulting IPSPSs in phase with the local slow oscillations (Collins et al., 2001). 

Synchronizationn of gamma oscillations have been proposed as a general mechanism of 
transientt association between neuronal cell assemblies (Engel and Singer, 2001, Fell et al., 
2003,, Varela et al., 2001), for example to 'bind' the different features of a sensory stimulus. 
Similarly,, synchronized gamma oscillations in the entorhinal-hippocampal circuit may allow 
distributedd populations of entorhinal and hippocampal neurons to form temporally 
coordinatedd ensembles (Chrobak and Buzsaki, 1998, 2002), which is likely needed for the 
successfull  formation of memory traces (Fell et al., 2001). 

Entorhinal-hippocampall  gamma oscillations are usually studied during the awake state 
orr REM sleep, due to their strong correlation with the theta rhythm (Chrobak and Buzsaki. 
1998,, 2002, Csicsvari et al., 1999). Nevertheless, gamma oscillations are present in SWS and 
inn anesthetized animals, states in which cortical slow oscillations are found (Collins et al., 
2001,, Steriade, 2000), albeit at lower power than during waking or REM sleep (Csicsvari et 
al.,, 2003, Maloney et al., 1997). The modulation of fast activity by slow oscillations reported 
heree for the entorhinal cortex was previously also described in the perirhinal cortex and 
neocortexx (Collins et al., 2001, Steriade et al., 1996). Thus we may propose that also during 
sloww oscillations the entorhinal cortex superficial layers and dentate gyrus are transiently 
coupledd to form neuronal ensembles. 

Relevancee for the operation of the hippocampal-entorhinal network 

Thee finding that the main slow oscillation presents a relatively strong coherence 

betweenn the entorhinal cortex and the hippocampal formation (CAl-slm and DG-gc) merits 

speciall  attention. It allows us to note that in this condition these two brain structures form one 
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coordinatedd system. Noteworthy, we obtained these findings under anesthesia. This 

dynamicall  state shares with slow-wave sleep the property that the EEG is dominated by slow 

oscillations.. During slow-wave sleep the brain may be involved in memory processes, for 

examplee consolidation of previously acquired information (Hobson and Pace-Schott, 2002, 

Stickgoldd et al., 2001). It has been proposed that during slow-wave sleep the information flow 

iss mainly directed from the hippocampal formation to the neocortex. In contrast, during states 

inn which theta oscillations are prevalent information flow would be from the cortex to the 

hippocampall  formation (Buzsaki, 1989, 1996, Stickgold et al„  2001). One hypothesis states 

thatt during slow-wave sleep consolidation may occur of memory traces that were initially 

storedd in the hippocampal formation. This would involve re-expression of the activity patterns 

thatt represent the memory traces (Nadasdy et al., 1999, Skaggs and McNaughton, 1996, 

Wilsonn and McNaughton, 1994), possibly during the spontaneously occurring sharp waves in 

CA11 (Buzsaki, 1998). 

WhatWhat is the role of slow oscillations and sharp potentials in memory processes during 

sleep?sleep? Here we present evidence that in the state characterized by dominant slow oscillations 

thee cntorhinal cortex and HPF constitute one dynamical system where the slow oscillations 

aree strongly coordinated with main generators in EC-II, DG and CA1; deep entorhinal layers 

aree also recruited in this coordinated system since the firing of neurons of these layers is also 

phasee coupled with the slow oscillations. This common dynamical state involving both 

superficiall  and deep entorhinal neuronal populations, DG and CA1 is put in even more 

evidencee during sharp potentials that may be considered carriers of signals mediating the 

coordinationn between the entorhinal cortex and HPF. Thus the slow oscillations/sharp 

potentialss set the dynamical state to the same level both in the entorhinal cortex and HPF. 

Sloww oscillations may facilitate synaptic plasticity in cortical circuits, which could be 

instrumentall  for consolidation of memory traces (Steriade, 1999, Steriade and Timofeev, 

2003).. Similarly, entorhinal slow oscillations per se or through their grouping of faster events 

(i.e.. sharp potentials and gamma oscillations), may facilitate synaptic plasticity in entorhinal 

and/orr hippocampal circuits, particularly in the perforant path synapses in area CA1 and the 

dentatee gyrus. Alternatively, the slow oscillatory membrane fluctuations in CAl-slm might 

modulatee Schaffer collateral inputs to CA1 pyramidal neurons (Levy et al., 1998, Remondes 

andd Schuman, 2002), and thus promote the temporal coordination, or synchronization, of 

activityy in the entorhinal-hippocampal circuits. 

Inn conclusion, we may propose that continuous coordination between activity in the 

hippocampall  formation and entorhinal cortex is a requirement for the process of memory 

consolidation.. The slow oscillations and related activities appear to be important in setting a 

specificc dynamical state of entorhinal-hippocampal coordinated activity. 
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